Advanced Inventory
Configuration Instructions

Configure Advanced Inventory in a general way

You can start with configuring your extension in a general way and according to your needs
in 
Stores > Settings > Configuration > Wyomind > Advanced Inventory.

Settings
The following settings are essential to configure the A
dvanced Inventory
extension for
Magento 2 according to your needs.

Advanced Inventory enabled
: you’ll have the possibility to disable the A
dvanced
Inventory
stock management by setting this option to N
O
. Stocks will then be
managed natively in Magento 2. This feature is useful for example when you’ve just
installed the 
Advanced Inventory
extension and you’re configuring stock
management.
Multiple assignation enabled
: with 
Advanced Inventory
for Magento 2, you can
assign orders to many points of sale or warehouses.
Automatic assignation enabled
: if you activate the automatic assignation, your
orders will be automatically assigned to one or more points of sale/warehouses
according to the store view of the order, the customer group, the priority of the point
of sale, the assignment rules and shipping address, the availability of the items in the
stock.
Notifications in backend enabled
: if you enable order assignation notifications, you
should get a message at the top of your admin saying some orders need your
attention and have to be assigned to a point of sale or a warehouse.

Start date for order notifications
: you can edit the start date for order assignation.
Then only the orders placed after that date will be managed.
Order status disallowed for manual assignation
:
Advanced Inventory
allows you
to disable assignation update according to order statuses such as C
omplete
or
Canceled
orders. Then it won't be possible to modify stock assignation for orders
with these statuses.
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Automatic stock status updated enabled
: you can also enable an option to
automatically update stock status when product quantities are changed from the
admin panel.

System
With 
Advanced Inventory
for Magento 2, you have the possibility to use some useful tools to
save all the logs and the stock movements you have made.
Enable log file
: by enabling the log file, all actions will be logged in
var/log/advancedinventoryddmmYYYY.log
Enable the stock movement journal
: the stock movement journal is a useful tool
that will allow you to see what has been done and if your stock changes have been
taken into account. Go to
Sales > Point of Sale > Stock movement journal
to check
your stock movements.
Stock movement journal lifetime history
: You can also define the number of days
you want to include in the 
Journal history
. Any stock movement older than this
value will be automatically deleted.
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